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AGENDA
1- Think for a moment: What is one
thing you do to make your syllabus
more effective and inclusive?
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2-(12-min) Presentation
Main Principles and some of the
major Items to be considered when
writing the syllabus

This is the question that has driven
me to research and work on my
syllabus.
5- (3-min) Interactive
Maximincto od essi sime voluptati ipis
maximus liquatem voluptatur.

Q & A sharing ideas about
the key concepts from the
presentation
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Goal: Contributing and sharing
ideas on creating effective
syllabus that help us
communicate better with our
students, and help every student
grow despite the background
I will try my best to bring some of the ideas,
challenges and contributions

Reasoning
I believe that starting with and effective syllabus
and making an ongoing effort to ensuring that
every voice is heard, and every student can thrive
and learn, can lead to a successful course
outcome.

Objectives
Creating policies,
statements, and
information that
establish
communication
and behaviors that
are inclusive

Using effective
resources such as
textbooks, videos
and articles, that
satisfy the needs
of a diverse
audience

Communicating and
setting expectations
for a constructive
dialogue despite
differences,
respecting each
other's opinions,
clarifying, explaining,
and providing
scientific facts.

Stages of designing for a good structure of the course.
(Students come to us not unprepared, but prepared differently)
When you use UDL, you assume that
barriers to learning are in the design of
the environment, not in the student.

Stages of backward design
1-Identify the
learning goals or
desired outcomes
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3-Plan learning
experience and
instructions

2-Determine
acceptable
evidence (asses)

An overview and Stages of backward design

• The syllabus is an
overview of
learning objectives,
content, resources
assessment, and
major guidelines
and policies
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• Plan the materials
and resources that
will help students
meet the learning
objectives for the
course

• Design the strategies
that I will apply to
know that students
are making progress
• (variety and depth of
assessment tasks)

• Develop activities
and assessments
that will be
organized during the
semester.
• (What activities will
equip students with
the desired
knowledge and
skills?)

Ensuring multiple means of engagement, action and expressions,
and representations for writing inclusive syllabus

Two sides of the coin
•

•

Syllabus gives students a
first impression about
what to expect.
Syllabus helps the
instructor set the class
climate, communicate
specific learning
expectations, and
discuss various options
and needs for all
students .

Providing multiple
means of engagement:
Outlining the learning
goals and objectives,
the relevance of the
content, and any
opportunities for
choices within the
course.

Providing multiple
means of action and
expression:

Providing multiple
means of
representation:

• Using the syllabus to
communicate
routines to establish
expectations, outline
the timing and
format of
assessments, and
offer resources.

• Being explicit about
the ways in which
students can access
content (e.g.,
textbook, slides,
course website,
videos, LMS).

An Overview of Curriculum Structure
Departmen
t outline
Course
textbook &
OER-s (videos,
activities)

Course
Objectives

Major

(degree)
requirements

Curriculum
Technology
and Online
LMS systems

Prerequisites
Corequisites

Faculty major responsibilities and presence

Interact
with
students
Synchronou
sly and As.

Designing
Syllabus
& policies
Interacting
with the
Institution

Faculty
Creating
online
content
and
activities

Providing
pedagogical
Instructions
Maintaining
professional
growth

Student’s responsibilities and presence

Proactively
Interact
with the
Professor

Interact
with the
institution
seek help

Interact
effectively
with the
peers

Student
Self-pace, self
esteem and
responsibility

Use the
resources(tex
tbook, OER-s,
videos, LMS
effectively

Respond
promptly to
assignments
and maintain
growth

Why is it important that we consider all of it in the syllabus
Consider student-centered and contributions here

Student

Faculty
Curriculum

Some of the things to be included in the syllabus
Instructor
Introduction,
and contact
information

• The Information
about the
Instructor,
.
Course name and
materials, and
office hours are
provided

Major information

Learning
objectives

Name and
description
of course

Textbook,
OER-s
materials

Prerequisites
for the course

Office hours,
email &
Communicati
on rules

Some of the things to be included in the syllabus
List of variety
of technology
items that
are required,

Assessments
are suited to
the level of
the course

• Technology,
Online learning .
management
system(s),
Course site
(blackboard
,Open Lab)

Learners
can track
their
learning
progress

Tech & LMS & Assignments

LMS site

The course
grading policy
Is clear

Some of the things to be included in the syllabus
Requirements
for learner
interaction and
participation

• The ways of
organizing the
course and major
activities and
assessments
• (Routines)

Major organizational items

A variety of
instructiona
l materials
Activities
are aligned
with
learning
objectives

The
instructional
materials are
up-to-date

Instructor’s
plan is clear
and easy to
follow
Learning
activities
support active
learning

Some of the things to be considered in the syllabus
Use variety of
assessments.
Giving choices
that supports
different types
of learners

• Set explicit
Measurable goals
.
that support
learning for every
student

Major organizational items

Methods and
pedagogies
support
diverse
audience.
Course
Materials and
resources are
carefully
selected

Using
interactive &
exploratory
activities

Scaffolding the
challenging
tasks,

Pacing the
course
material in
Modules,

Some of the things to be included in the syllabus
Explore,
research and
create new
resources

• Types of
Materials, OER-s
and other
.
resources
selected to be
used

Major organizational items

Apply
interactive
activities and
group projects
to ensure in
depth learning

Consult with
the
department
about OER-s
Stay aligned
with the
institutional
instructions
for the
textbook

Provide
discussion
prompts that
promote
healthy dialog
& give choices

Select short
and
comprehensiv
e videos and

Some of the things to be included in the syllabus
Creating
Study or
researchbased project
Groups

• Faculty presence
.
and major
communications

Major organizational items

Provide
ongoing
effective
feedback to
the learner

Email and
announceme
nts ongoing
communicati
ons

Q&A,
Introduce
yourself and
other class
discussions

Rubrics for
grading
assignments
and
assessments
Use pair-share
discussions,blog
s pools, surveys,
for collecting
feedback from

Practically I have Created syllabus that reflect what I said
above but here are some things that show belonging

Detailed Syllabus & Course schedule

Discussion threads

Reflection papers

Bloggs for students' feedback

Giving choices, interact and
communicate

Constructive individual feedback

Pools, surveys and other assessments to
make sure things are working

Group project for STEM application

Be clear in writing and orally for what to expect
and what expectations for each student are.

I have made changes based on the
feedback from students

Insuring collaboration, real-life
connections, in-depth learning, etc

Ongoing conversations

Key Takeaways
Syllabus are always subject of change to make it
better and more functional for the course and the
audience

Syllabus should be well structured
and helpful for students and faculty

Writing effective syllabus
is a key to success
24

Because we always evolve in creating new better course
resources and explore new ways of effective teaching, we
as a faculty should always reserve the right to make
valuable changes. Those changes should be explained to
student and department.

Syllabus is a document that the Faculty and students use throughout
the course as main guidance to refer to. That is the reason why it is
important that we reciprocate feedback and ideas about what works
best.

Writing syllabus that are inclusive and well – designed is crucial for a course. Making
every student feel belonging in the course and respected impacts their learning.
Considering various factors that impact the new generation’s learning is a key factor to
creating great syllabus
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